
HIGH STATUS GRAVE (975)

Her peplos with its braid edging is fastened high on her shoulders by two matching 
applied saucer brooches. Possession of saucer brooches seems to be indicative of 
high status and to be only worn by women over 18 years old. It’s a style of brooch 
found mostly in Southern Britain and the six pointed star design dates from the mid 
to late 5th century. The textile overlying the brooches and around the catches tells 
us that she was wearing a brown striped and natural wool coloured shawl fastened 
on her chest by an iron pin. Three glass beads were threaded around the loop of the 
pin. She had a bag made of textile or leather at her waist. The iron ring in her grave 
was probably a fastening for the bag. It would have been sewn to the neck of the 
bag; the top gathered and pushed through the ring. There was a plain carinated bowl 
in the grave. Her knife is of a late Roman style – quite large, with a worn blade and a 
long, narrow tang. It had a horn handle and probably a leather scabbard.

CHILD GRAVE (936)

The child was buried in a shallow trough coffin, probably with a plank lid. She was 
about 7 years old. Her dress had a braid edging; this was preserved on the brooches 
positioned horizontally one under another on her chest. Such braids are often of 
bright colours, red dye-from madder or blue from woad. A stitch survived pulling 
the two pieces of braid together as though the neck of her dress was too large. The 
brooches position – unusual at Mucking suggests that some children were wearing a 
simple tunic style garment rather than being dressed as a miniature adult.

Her necklace was of 36 glass beads. 28 of the beads are of different tones of 
translucent blue. Bead strings seem to be related to age, juveniles often wearing blue 
glass monochrome bead strings.

She has a pair of small, square headed cast brooches, very similar to each other 
but not cast from the same mould. They date to the mid 6th century, are made of 
mercury gilded copper alloy and are a Kentish style of brooch. Such brooches seem 
to be seen as suitable for juveniles not mature women.

WARRIOR GRAVE (979)

Grave 979 is often seen as a classic warrior grave of the earliest Anglo-Saxon period, 
a possible founder grave of Cemetery II. The grave finds show Roman influences. He 
has a late Roman period military belt set – a leaden/bronze zoomorphic buckle, a 

tubular sided end plate with a separate matching tubular sided 
strap end and a rosette disc belt attachment with a bronze 
suspension ring. In the Roman world, wide belt buckles 
are symbols of authority. Weapon burials can be seen as 
a symbolic statement of the higher status of dominant 

Anglo-Saxon families of Germanic stock. A 
weapon burial does not necessarily mean 

that he was a real warrior but could be a 
ritual expression of an ethnically, socially 
and perhaps ideologically based warrior 
status. 

ENVIRONS AND HISTORY OF MUCKING

‘Near Horndon, on the summit of a vast hill the most astonishing prospect that ever was beheld 
by human eyes breaks almost at once upon one of the dark lanes. Such a prodigious valley, 
everywhere painted with the finest verdure and intersected with numberless hedges and woods, 
appears beneath you, that is past description, the Thames winding through it full of ships and 
bounded by the hills of Kent. Nothing can exceed this.’ Arthur Young writing in 1760 of the 
countryside around Mucking.

Mucking is not like that now. Throughout the 20th century it was a dumping ground 
for London rubbish and in addition the landscape was blighted by oil refineries and 
warehouses. Arthur Young’s description gives an idea of what it once was like.

The Saxon settlement is on a gravel ridge overlooking the Thames estuary, well placed to  
control the river, the river crossing to Kent and the north-south inland route. The first 
Saxons arrived in the early part of the 5th century, a nucleus of people believed to come 

from the Elbe-Weser area of North Germany. We don’t know why they came, but this was a 
time of great social upheaval. They could have been armed invaders or invited defenders – 
no-one knows. From this small group the settlement grew and lasted for about 200 years.

Mucking was a hamlet rather than a village. It’s thought that on average there would 
have been at any one time eight wooden framed houses and thirteen grubenhauser – the 
sunken huts that were probably workshops. Each household might have comprised an 
extended family of 4-5 adolescents and adults and 3-4 children. Life expectancy – after the 
first year was reached, was just 33 years.

They had a fighting capacity but the main activities were farming and woodworking. They 
had cattle, sheep, pigs, horses, dogs and cats. They rode horses and hunted red deer. They 
grew barley, wheat and oats and pulses – the imprints of all these are on their pottery 
and in the charred remains from cremations. They would have grazed their animals on the 
marshes and grown their crops on the good arable land. There would have been bone and 
antler working, iron smelting and smithing, metal working, leather working, pottery making 
and weaving in the grubenhause.

BRINGING BACK THE BODIES
The earth at Mucking, an Anglo-Saxon cemetery site in Essex overlooking the Thames estuary, is acidic and 
organic material rarely survives. Bodies are reduced to a shadow in the soil. Sometimes, where this is the case, 
archaeological reports can be austere – lacking colour and human interest, concentrating naturally on the 
pottery, glass and metal objects which survive.

This poster explains how by illustration, the artist and authors, working together, tried to address this imbalance 
to reconstruct the clothes, appearance and possessions of the vanished people of Mucking.

THE CEMETERIES

There were two cemeteries. Cemetery I was badly damaged by gravel extraction, just 
63 graves survived. Cemetery II was totally excavated and comprised 463 cremations 
and 282 inhumations, 745-790 individuals in all. The people seem to be buried in family 
or household groups – mixed in age and sex and judging from the objects buried with 
them, of mixed status, high and low. The graves don’t overlap one another so must have 
been marked in some way, maybe with a post or stone or perhaps just a raised mound 
of earth.

Mucking has acidic soil, and organic material survives badly. There are no skeletons 
and rarely any bone. A shadow of a figure, a soil decolourization is all that usually shows 
in the graves. Despite this it is possible to get some idea of the individuals who lived 
and died at Mucking. The objects in the graves tell their gender and give an idea of age 
and status. Little scraps of textile mineralised by contact with iron sometimes enables 
reconstruction of dress and traces of wood reconstruction of coffins and other objects.

PLAIN GRAVE (323)

She has a pair of small long brooches, a popular style of brooch at Mucking. It seems 
likely that different styles of brooch reflect age differences and social status and 
that disc and small-long brooches such as these are worn by lower status women. 
Her dress is of a fine tabby weave. The brooches are worn low on her chest which 
suggests that her peplos had been folded down over her shoulders, perhaps for 
extra warmth. In the grave was a raised area with a dark ‘pillow’ stain at her head, 
maybe the stain was the shadow of folded textile or a cushion of straw or hay. On 
the grave base was a pale stain which might have been the remains of a coffin base 
or bier.
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